
1. Introduction
Space weathering is the combination of processes that physically and chemically alter the surfaces of air-
less bodies over time. On the Moon, space weathering darkens and reddens the optical spectrum through 
formation of fine metallic iron particles, termed submicroscopic iron (smFe0; Cassidy & Hapke, 1975; Hap-
ke, 2001; Pieters et al., 2000). The optical effects of smFe0 are highly dependent on its size: smaller nano-
phase iron particles (1–40 nm) cause optical darkening and reddening, and larger microphase iron particles 
(40 nm–2 μm, sometimes called Britt-Pieters particles) darken without reddening (Britt & Pieters, 1994; 
Keller & Clemett, 2001; Lucey & Noble, 2008; Lucey & Riner, 2011; Noble et al., 2007). In this work, we use 
published parameter maps thought to represent different forms of smFe0 along with craters of known age to 
estimate the rate of accumulation of nanophase and microphase iron on the lunar surface.

Several mechanisms of smFe0 formation are actively debated in the literature. An early hypothesis suggested 
that solar wind sputtering and/or H+ implantation could reduce mineral iron in oxides (FeO) to form metal-
lic Fe0 (Cassidy & Hapke, 1975; Wehner, 1961). While ion irradiation experiments are capable of producing 
smFe0, it appears that H+ implantation is not a necessary precursor as seen in He ion irradiation and pulse 
laser experiments which simulate micrometeorite bombardment (Loeffler et al., 2009; Sasaki et al., 2001). 
The discovery of thin smFe0-bearing rims on individual regolith grains appeared to solve the conundrum 
(Keller & McKay, 1993, 1997). Hapke (2001) described a model by which solar wind sputtered and microme-
teorite vaporized material would naturally deposit nanophase iron on adjacent grains (Hapke, 1973). The 
smFe0-bearing grain rims could then combine and form the full distribution of nanophase and microphase 

Abstract Space weathering processes form submicroscopic metallic iron particles that are optically 
active, darkening and reddening the lunar surface over time. The optical effects of these particles depend 
on their size; nanophase iron darkens and reddens, while microphase iron darkens without reddening. 
Using available Kaguya Multiband Imager parameter maps believed to estimate submicroscopic iron 
abundance, we investigate trends that may be associated with abundance of nanophase and microphase 
iron near dated lunar craters. We observe that nanophase iron is strongly correlated with crater age, 
while microphase iron exhibits a weaker correlation. We present models for the highlands nanophase 
and microphase iron accumulation rates from 100 ka to 1 Ga. Our observations suggest that highlands 
nanophase iron abundance is a direct result of space weathering exposure, while highlands microphase 
iron abundance is likely influenced by lunar source materials or stochastic impact-delivery mechanisms.

Plain Language Summary The Moon, Mercury, and asteroids lack protective atmospheres 
and slowly darken over time due to their exposure to space. We call this darkening process space 
weathering. Apollo samples returned from the Moon show that space weathering produces tiny iron 
particles that range in size from nanometers to micrometers. We use orbital lunar maps of nanophase 
and microphase iron content to better understand how quickly space weathering occurs on the Moon. We 
first find the iron content of young lunar soils deposited by large impact events, then use the age of each 
impact crater to see how much iron accumulates in different lengths of time. We find that nanophase iron 
accumulates predictably over time due to space weathering. In contrast, microphase iron accumulates 
less predictably, possibly because it exists in the lunar soil initially, or is delivered to the Moon by crater-
forming impacts. This work helps us understand how the surface of the Moon weathers over time and 
how space weathering might work elsewhere in the Solar System.
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iron particles found in agglutinates by successive melt/vaporization events (Noble et al., 2007; Pieters & 
Noble, 2016). The sputter deposit aspect of this model is backed by several remote observations that report 
reduced optical space weathering in zones of reduced solar wind flux (e.g., at higher latitude or on magneti-
cally shielded lunar swirls; Glotch et al., 2015; Hemingway et al., 2015; Sim et al., 2017). Thus far, laboratory 
simulations of solar wind irradiation have failed to confirm the solar wind sputter-deposits (Christoffersen 
et al., 2015). In addition, solar wind contribution is called into question by immature Apollo soils which 
appear to contain an abundance of nanophase iron in micrometeorite-associated vapor deposits, relative to 
solar-wind damaged grain rims (Keller & Zhang, 2015). Here, we provide new constraints on the possible 
smFe0 formation mechanisms by leveraging modeled nanophase and microphase iron particle abundances 
predicted from radiative-transfer modeling (Trang & Lucey, 2019).

While most of the lunar surface is heavily space weathered and locally homogenized by regolith gardening, 
notable exceptions are the bright rays and youthful ejecta of recently formed craters. Impact craters pro-
vide natural time stamps on the lunar surface and their ejecta have informed our understanding of lunar 
space weathering for decades (e.g., Grier et al., 2001; Shoemaker & Hackman, 1962). Notably, the Diviner 
rock abundance proximal to dated craters exhibits a tight correlation with crater age, constraining the me-
chanical weathering of surface rocks and providing a new chronometer used to date similarly rocky craters  
(Ghent et al., 2014; Mazrouei et al., 2019). Constraining the optical weathering rate of the regolith has prov-
en more challenging, partially due to target composition biasing optical maturity parameters, inhibiting 
global comparisons (Braden & Robinson, 2013; Grier et al., 2001; Nettles et al., 2011).

This work updates our understanding of the optical weathering rate in two important ways. First, we use 
modern parameter maps of nanophase and microphase iron which are empirically validated by Apollo soil 
spectra and backed by a physical radiative-transfer model (Trang & Lucey, 2019). Second, we use a larger 
sample of dated lunar craters <1 Ga, enabled by recent developments in remote detection and chronology 
of young lunar craters (Ghent et al., 2014; Williams et al., 2018). For comparison with previous work, we 
apply our methodology to a database of large rayed craters previously investigated with the Clementine 
optical maturity parameter (Grier et al., 2001). We present new surface accumulation rates of nanophase 
and microphase iron and discuss key constraints that they place on the lunar optical space weathering rate.

2. Methods
We split our analysis into 2 parts: Global and Highlands. First, we investigate global (within ±60° latitude) 
smFe0 trends, incorporating both the highlands and mare regions. Using crater populations dated relative 
to one another, we present overall trends in the nanophase and microphase iron with age and show heritage 
from the Grier et al. (2001) global study of lunar optical maturity (Figure 2). Second, we restrict our study 
to the lunar highlands and craters with absolute model ages. We derive surface accumulation rates from 
time-resolved fits to the highlands nanophase and microphase iron abundance (Figure 3). This portion of 
the analysis is limited to the iron-poor lunar highlands which are more consistent in FeO content and opti-
cal space weathering trends (Lucey et al., 1998; McFadden et al., 2019; Trang & Lucey, 2019).

2.1. Nanophase and Microphase Iron Abundance

We define an annular region of interest around each crater in the global 60°N–60°S, 1  km/pixel nano-
phase and microphase iron maps of Trang and Lucey (2019) using the craterpy Python package (Tai Udo-
vicic, 2021). We scale each annulus with crater radius; the inner edge of the annulus is set at the crater 
rim (one crater radius from the center), while the outer edge of the annulus extends to four crater radii 
(Figure 1). We parameterize each crater by the mean nanophase and mean microphase iron abundance 
within the annulus, excluding terrain within the crater rim which may be refreshed by mass wasting on 
steep slopes. In the global analysis, the mean iron abundances are grouped by relative age (Figure 2). In the 
highlands analysis, the mean iron abundances of each crater are plotted with age (Figure 3).

Four crater radii is chosen as the maximum annular extent because the youngest craters in our sample typ-
ically feature a continuous nanophase iron depletion zone of this size. We note that a small fraction (∼9%) 
of our highlands crater population exhibit asymmetric ejecta, causing some background contamination in 
select craters (e.g., Cold Spot 3, Figure 1). In addition, small fresh impacts may act to refresh the material 
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within our chosen annulus. We limit our sample to craters of sufficient size (annulus ≥ 12 pixels) such that 
these effects are minor for any given crater (Figure S3). Additionally, we fit a sufficient sample (n = 77 
craters in the highlands) such that these effects are negligible on our overall trends (Figure S4). We do not 
undertake a detailed mapping of crater ejecta because anomaly identification is likely to be biased for cra-
ters near the resolution limit of the Trang and Lucey (2019) maps.

2.2. Crater Populations

The global analysis uses two published crater databases providing relative crater ages. The LPI crater data-
base consists of the 421 craters dated as Copernican, Eratosthenian, and Imbrian in the Lunar and Planetary 
Institute Lunar Impact Crater Database (Losiak et  al.,  2015). The OMAT crater database contains large 
rayed craters relatively dated by Grier et al. (2001) as Young (appear younger than Tycho), Intermediate 
(appear younger than Copernicus) and Old (appear older than Copernicus) using the Clementine Optical 
Maturity (OMAT) parameter (Table 1).
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Figure 1. Four craters of decreasing model age (descending order) shown in the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
Wide Angled Camera 643 nm mosaic, Kaguya OMAT parameter, nanophase iron abundance, and microphase iron 
abundance (left to right; Lemelin et al., 2016; Speyerer et al., 2011; Trang & Lucey, 2019). Ejecta annuli extending from 
each crater rim to 4 crater radii are denoted in green. Mean OMAT, nanophase iron abundance, and microphase iron 
abundance computed within the annulus are shown in each respective inset as μejecta.
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The highlands analysis uses three published crater databases providing absolute model ages of craters. 
The Chronology crater database consists of eight craters dated using crater counting techniques, assuming 
the standard lunar chronology function (e.g., Neukum et al., 2001). These craters are Byrgius A, Giordano 
Bruno, Hell Q, Jackson, King, Moore F, Necho, and Tycho (Ashley et al., 2012; Eugster, 1999; Hiesinger 
et al., 2012; Morota et al., 2009; Salih et al., 2016; van der Bogert et al., 2010). For craters with multiple pub-
lished ages, we selected model ages derived from crater counts on the ejecta.

The Rock Abundance crater database consists of 57 craters ≥10  km in diameter which have published 
absolute model ages based on the Diviner Rock Abundance of their ejecta (Ghent et al., 2014; Mazrouei 
et al., 2019). Several Chronology craters are duplicated in the Rock Abundance database. Where this is the 
case, we choose the model age predicted by the standard lunar chronology function.
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Figure 2. Box plots of global mean nanophase iron (top) and microphase iron (bottom) in the crater annuli of the OMAT (left) and LPI databases (right), 
grouped by relative age. Cold spot craters are included as a young endmember population. The central orange bar of each population denotes the median and 
the whiskers denote 1.5*IQR (interquartile range). Circles denote outliers outside 1.5*IQR. Nanophase and microphase iron abundances increase with relative 
ages of OMAT craters. Copernican craters exhibit a paucity of nanophase iron relative to Eraotsthenian and Imbrian craters, but this contrast is less apparent 
for microphase iron.
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The Cold Spot crater database consists of 12 Diviner cold spot craters dated by crater counting techniques 
and the standard lunar chronology function (Williams et al., 2018). We group this database separately from 
the Chronology craters because they form a population of the youngest craters in our sample and are ther-
mophysically distinct (Williams et al., 2018).

The Highlands Saturation Range population consists of 52 craters used to infer the levels of saturation for 
the nanophase and microphase iron in the lunar highlands. This population is a subset of the LPI crater 
database containing only highlands craters Eratosthenian or older and ≤200 km in diameter.
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Figure 3. Mean abundances of highlands microphase iron (black) and nanophase iron (red) in crater annuli plotted 
over crater age. (a) Log-log axes and straight-line power law fits. (b) Linear-log axes and straight-line linear-logarithmic 
fits. Saturation ranges (shaded regions) denote the mean ±1σ of non-Copernican highlands LPI craters. Ordinary least 
squares regression fits (Equations 1–3), prediction intervals and 95% confidence intervals are shown.
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We filter all craters by the following criteria: The entire ejecta annulus 
falls in bounds of, and represents at least 12 pixels in, the 1  km/pixel, 
60°N, 60°S global smFe0 maps (Trang & Lucey, 2019). Highlands crater 
annuli must additionally not cross the mare bounds defined by Nelson 
et al.  (2014), who used Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) 
images to precisely demarcate lunar mare boundaries. Although the 
smFe0 maps decrease in mean abundance at latitudes pole-wards of ±50° 
(Trang & Lucey, 2019), all dated highlands craters that meet the above 
criteria are within 50°N and 50°S so we do not apply a latitude correction 
in this work (Figure S1).

Final counts and age summaries for each database are given in Table 1. 
See Data Sets S1 and S2 for full crater lists and derived smFe0 abundances.

3. Results
3.1. Global Analysis

We plot our derived distribution of mean nanophase and microphase 
iron for craters from the LPI and OMAT databases, grouped by relative 
age (Figure 2). The Cold Spot database is included as the young endmem-

ber population for comparison. We observe consistently lower modeled nanophase iron abundance rela-
tive to microphase iron. Unexpectedly, microphase iron is enhanced (median > 0.5 wt %) initially for cold 
spot craters (≤1 Ma), while nanophase iron is negligible for the same craters (median < 0.05 wt %). In the 
LPI populations, only the Copernican range exhibits reduced nanophase and microphase iron, consistent 
with having observable unsaturated rays (Losiak et al., 2015; Shoemaker & Hackman, 1962). No significant 
smFe0 variation is observed in non-Copernican populations (i.e., OMAT Old, Eratosthenian, and Imbrian 
craters), implying saturation. Relatively wide saturation ranges are expected due to variable FeO content in 
the mare and highlands, as discussed in Trang and Lucey (2019). In addition, we observe that nanophase 
iron abundance is consistently lower than microphase iron abundance across all populations, while the 
former appears to increase rapidly on very young surfaces.

3.2. Highlands Analysis

We plot the mean nanophase and microphase iron of each highlands crater versus crater age (Figure 3). Age 
uncertainties indicated are the crater chronology model age uncertainties for Cold Spot and Chronology 
craters, and the 95% credible intervals for Rock Abundance craters (see references in Table 1). Uncertainties 
in smFe0 are the standard error of the mean within each crater annulus. To investigate the evolution of 
smFe0 over time, we plot these data both on log-log and linear-log axes (Figures 3a and 3b, respectively).

Linear fits on log-log axes are consistent with power law growth in time (Figure 3a). Microphase iron ap-
pears weakly power-law correlated (R2 = 0.37, Equation 1). By contrast, nanophase iron is non-linear on 
log-log axes, indicating non-power law growth (more apparent on linear axes (Figure S2).

Linear fits on linear-log axes are consistent with logarithmic functions of time (Figure 3b). The logarithmic 
fit to microphase iron is again weakly correlated (R2 = 0.36), while nanophase iron is strongly correlated in 
log-time (R2 = 0.88). Logarithmic fits predict a greater y-intercept (early abundance) for microphase iron 
(a = 0.57 wt%, b: 0.024), relative to (a = 0.081 wt%, b: 0.049) for nanophase iron, where fits are given by 
y = a + blog(x) (Equations 2 and 3). We discuss the significance of the differing intercepts in Section 4.2.

We also compute saturation ranges of nanophase iron (0.40–0.51 wt%) and microphase iron (0.75–0.86 wt%) 
representing the mean ±1σ range of smFe0 in LPI Highlands Saturation annuli (shaded regions, Figure 3). 
The fits described above and in Equations 1–3 each reach saturation in 1 Ga within error, as expected.

We note that the power law and logarithmic fits for microphase iron are equivalent within error, but we 
present both fits for ease of comparison with previous power law models of space weathering and impact 
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Crater database
Age 

classification Population age Count

Cold spota Absolute 220 ka–1.3 Ma 12

Chronologya Absolute 1.5 Ma–990 Ma 8

Rock abundancea Absolute 22 Ma–990 Ma 57

OMAT Young ≤Tycho (∼100 Ma) 5

Intermediate Tycho – Copernicus 38

Old >Copernicus (∼800 Ma) 18

LPI Copernican <1.1 Ga 70

Eratosthenian 1.1 Ga–3.2 Ga 118

Imbrian 3.2 Ga–3.85 Ga 233

Saturation rangea ≥Eratosthenian ≥1.1 Ga 52
aHighlands subset only

Table 1 
The Five Impact Crater Databases, the Ages They Provide, and the Final 
Counts Used in This Study (see Data Sets S1 & S2 for Full Tables)
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flux (e.g., Ghent et al., 2014; Mazrouei et al., 2019). The power law curve of best fit (Figure 3a) is given be-
low, where y is microphase iron abundance (wt%) and x is age (Ma).

  0.040 0.0059 2
microphase (0.56 1) , 0.37y x R (1)

The logarithmic curves of best fit of microphase and nanophase iron (Figure 3b) are given below, where y is 
metallic iron abundance (wt%) and x is age (Ma).

    2
microphase (0.57 0.018) (0.024 0.0037)log( ), 0.36y x R (2)

    2
nanophase (0.081 0.010) (0.049 0.0021)log( ), 0.88y x R (3)

In summary, our results place the following empirical constraints on the growth of highlands nanophase 
and microphase iron over time.

1.  Both nanophase and microphase iron are correlated in logarithmic time.
2.  Microphase iron is less correlated than nanophase iron in log-time (R2 = 0.36 and R2 = 0.88, respectively).
3.  Nanophase iron is negligible initially (0 wt% within error for craters 100 ka or younger).
4.  Microphase iron appears to be elevated initially or very soon after crater formation (∼0.5 wt% for 100 ka 

craters).

4. Discussion
4.1. Global Constraints

We observe clear increasing trends in absolute nanophase and microphase iron abundance over Copernican 
timescales (Figure 2). Both sizes of smFe0 appear saturated for non-Copernican populations (i.e., OMAT 
old, Eratosthenian, and Imbrian), as expected. The greater abundance of microphase iron relative to nano-
phase iron, particularly in the youngest craters, is notable and will be discussed further below. Our analysis 
shows that previous crater maturity studies with OMAT are broadly consistent with the modeled nanophase 
and microphase iron abundances of Trang and Lucey (2019). Further global interpretations would require 
a more detailed understanding of how local iron composition influences the rate of production and satura-
tion limits of smFe0 (McFadden et al., 2019; Trang & Lucey, 2019).

4.2. Highlands Constraints

Our modeled linear-logarithmic fit to highlands nanophase iron abundance exhibits a strong correlation 
with age (R2 = 0.88) and an approach to saturation in ∼1 Ga, that is, on a Copernican timescale, as expected 
(Equation 2; Figure 3b). Our model residuals are consistent with respect to latitude, longitude, crater radius, 
and crater age, suggesting the trend we observe is robust (Figure S5). Our model also predicts negligible 
nanophase iron in the initial primary ejecta of craters in our sample (>0.5 km diameter). Our results are 
consistent with ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements of smFe0 in Apollo soils which found that 
nanophase iron is strongly correlated with maturity and negligible in pristine regolith (Morris, 1980). Our 
model is broadly consistent with our understanding of lunar space weathering and relates modeled nano-
phase iron abundance to surface exposure age for the first time.

In contrast, highlands microphase iron exhibits weakly correlated linear-logarithmic or power law growth 
over time (R2 = 0.36 and 0.37, respectively). Since these fits are indistinguishable within errors, we discuss 
the linear-logarithmic model which is both simpler and consistent with the nanophase iron model. The 
non-zero early abundance and weak correlation of microphase iron with crater age are qualitatively similar 
to the trends Morris (1980) identified in Apollo samples. That study found that the microphase fraction of 
smFe0 is present in pristine Apollo soils and is weakly correlated with maturity, likely due to the variable 
quantities present in lunar source materials. We note that our modeled microphase iron abundance satu-
ration range (0.75–0.86 wt%) exceeds the maximum corresponding 0FeC– 0FeA content (0.56 wt %) measured 
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by Morris (1980). This discrepancy could be due to the Trang and Lucey (2019) radiative-transfer model 
assuming microphase iron particles are ≥33  nm, smaller than other derivations of the microphase iron 
particle size in the literature (Lucey & Riner, 2011; Noble et al., 2007). If the microphase iron particle size is 
increased in the Trang and Lucey (2019) model, we would expect an overall downward shift in microphase 
iron abundances that would preserve the trends we observe over time. Therefore, the microphase iron mod-
els we present in Equations 1 and 2 capture trends in the relative abundance of microphase iron over time, 
though they may not be reliable as absolute wt % abundance predictors.

4.3. A Broken Link Between Nanophase and Microphase Iron Accumulation

Our analysis of highlands smFe0 reveals three primary differences in the accumulation of nanophase and 
microphase iron over 100 ka–1 Ga:

1.  Crater ejecta ∼100 ka contain negligible nanophase iron, but detectable microphase iron.
2.  Microphase iron is less correlated with crater age than nanophase iron.
3.  Nanophase iron accumulates at a greater rate (steeper log slope) than microphase iron through time.

We discuss the implications of these constraints on the following models of optical space weathering:

Nanophase aggregation: A common hypothesis is that nanophase iron is primarily formed in vapor de-
posits by micrometeorite impacts and is later aggregated to form microphase iron in agglutinates (Pieters & 
Noble, 2016). This hypothesis is corroborated by the observation that nanophase iron is found primarily in 
the rims of individual soil particles, while microphase iron is found in heavily reworked agglutinates (Keller 
& Clemett, 2001; Keller & McKay, 1993, 1997).

Our observations indicate that if nanophase aggregation is the primary space weathering mechanism, then 
either the Trang and Lucey (2019) maps preferentially overestimate the abundance of microphase iron near 
young craters, or the provenance of microphase iron abundance is more linked to source materials than 
space weathering products. From 100 ka until saturation, microphase iron is much more weakly correlated 
with crater age (R2 = 0.36) than nanophase iron (R2 = 0.88), indicating that microphase iron abundance is 
only a minor function of exposure to space weathering. This observation could be explained if highlands 
source materials (e.g., bedrock and breccia) contain highly variable quantities of microphase iron, thus 
seeding each crater in our sample with an independent initial abundance. Additionally, Morris (1980) also 
proposed that impactors larger than micrometeorites may be a source of microphase iron. If this is the case, 
the initial quantity of microphase iron could also depend on the composition of the primary impactor, while 
delivery of microphase iron by later non-micrometeorite impacts may explain the variance in our observa-
tions. Therefore, while micrometeorite bombardment may aggregate nanophase iron into microphase iron, 
our observations suggest this is not the primary source of microphase iron in the highlands regolith.

Nanophase and microphase independent growth: An alternative hypothesis is that nanophase and 
microphase iron accumulation are governed by independent processes. For example, solar wind and micro-
meteorites could both play significant but distinct roles in lunar space weathering. This hypothesis is most 
commonly supported by observations of inconsistent weathering trends correlated with the solar wind flux, 
for example, with latitude, across magnetic anomalies, and on equator-ward and pole-ward facing slopes 
(Glotch et al., 2015; Hemingway et al., 2015; Sim et al., 2017).

Our observations are consistent with a mechanism by which nanophase iron accumulation is controlled 
by the solar wind while microphase iron accumulation is controlled by micrometeorites (Hemingway 
et al., 2015). Observations of Apollo soils have revealed that solar wind amorphized rims in the finest frac-
tion of lunar soil grow in thickness over logarithmic time, while vapor deposited rim thicknesses show no 
correlation in time (Keller & Zhang, 2015). The logarithmic growth of solar wind amorphized rims of the 
finest fraction of lunar soil may suggest that the well-correlated logarithmic growth of nanophase iron we 
observe here is controlled by solar wind amorphization of the finest fraction. Micrometeorites may then be 
responsible for redistributing solar wind-produced nanophase iron in depositional rims and/or aggregating 
it into microphase iron in agglutinates, as described above. Alternatively, microphase iron growth may 
be controlled entirely by micrometeorite or larger impactors with negligible input from the solar wind, 
as the saturation of lunar swirls in microphase — but not nanophase — iron appears to suggest (Trang 
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& Lucey,  2019). The potential bombardment source of microphase iron in Apollo soils was noted to be 
indistinguishable from lunar source materials by Morris (1980). Similarly, our analysis cannot distinguish 
between microphase iron present initially in lunar highlands materials or delivered stochastically by later 
bombardment.

The nanophase and microphase iron accumulation rates we present are broadly consistent with our under-
standing of lunar space weathering. Our results also suggest that parameterizing crater ejecta by the mean 
within four crater radii is a simple yet effective tool for comparing crater ejecta across orders of magnitude 
in size and age. Extending these analyses to the lunar maria could further constrain the role of source ma-
terials in the accumulation of nanophase and microphase iron on the lunar surface, in turn yielding addi-
tional insights for the role of solar wind and micrometeorites in lunar space weathering. We also note that 
while the final saturation of nanophase and microphase iron is likely governed by gradual homogenization 
by impact gardening (Costello et al., 2018; Gault et al., 1974), we find no significant change in linear-log 
accumulation rate of smFe0 over the crater ages and sizes observed here.

5. Conclusions
Our analysis reveals distinctions between the surface accumulation of nanophase iron and microphase iron 
over time on the lunar surface. Globally, the nanophase and microphase iron parameters accumulate over 
time and show good agreement with prior investigations of optical space weathering. In the lunar high-
lands, we observe negligible nanophase iron <100 ka and a tightly correlated accumulation from 100 ka to 
1 Ga. By contrast, we observe an initial enhancement in microphase iron associated with very young craters 
<100 ka, followed by a gradual approach to saturation from 100 ka to 1 Ga. For the first time, we present 
quantitative accumulation rates of lunar nanophase and microphase iron in the highlands. Furthermore, 
our analyses suggest that space weathering exposure is the primary predictor of highlands nanophase iron 
abundance, while highlands microphase iron abundance may be more heavily influenced by lunar source 
materials or delivery by micrometeorite or larger impacts. The insights into lunar smFe0 presented here will 
help disentangle the myriad processes that weather the surfaces of airless bodies over time.

Data Availability Statement
The space weathering data used in this study are publicly available via the Geosciences Node of the Plane-
tary Data System: https://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/missions/kaguya/trang_moon.htm. Python code used 
to extract regions of interest from these data is available via the open source Craterpy (Version 0.5.1) Python 
package which is available for use with proper citation under the MIT license (DOI: https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.830057). Current versions of craterpy are also available from the GitHub repository: https://github.
com/cjtu/craterpy. Crater data tables produced in this work are described in the supplementary information 
and are available for use with proper citation under the CC BY 4.0 license (DOI: https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.4345058).
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